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Chapter 10- Adding 3D Text

We’ve discussed creating a lot of objects so far, but 3D text can be considered a very important

element to add. There are 2 ways to create text for Blender scenes. One way is to use the

built-in text generator. The other method is to use an external program to generate the text

and import it into Blender. Each method has its benefits and disadvantages. Text made in

Blender can be easily changes by entering edit mode (“Tab” key) and 3D features can be

changed by making adjustments in the edit buttons. Text made in an external program like

Elefont may give you additional options and different fonts.

Blender 3D Text Settings

To create text in Blender, select the location of your text with the 3D cursor, then press the

“Space Bar” to “Add”. Select “Text”. The word “Text” appears on the screen in edit mode.

Change the text and exit edit mode (“Tab” key). Go to the Edit

Buttons . Extrude the text and make any other necessary

adjustments. By pressing the “Z” key and the “Set Smooth” button,

you can see the effects of the settings on the screen. Text can easily

be changed by entering edit mode again.

Justification
Closed or Open
Shape (Front/Back)

Load Font- select

your font here (see

details below)

Style Options- Size and Letter Spac-

ing, Shear (italic), Linedist (spacing

between lines) X,Y Offset (moves

text up/down left/right of center point)

3D Features- Here you select the

thickness and width of the extrude

that makes the text 3D.

Set Smooth
Button

Blender will use the fonts that you have loaded with your

system. If you are using a Windows computer, fonts will be

found on the C: drive in the Windows folder. You should

see a folder there called Fonts. You will only be able to use

fonts that are marked with a small square. Some of these

fonts may become distorted when extruded into a 3D

shape.
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Creating Text on a Curve

Blender text has the ability to follow a Curved Path.

In order to create curved text, hit the Space Bar,

select  “Add”, “Curve”, then “Path” (or any other

curve shape). The curve will come into the scene in

edit mode. Shape the curve as desired, then hit

Tab to exit edit mode.

After you create the text, go to the Edit Buttons

and find the box “Text On Curve”. Type the name

of the curve (found in the lower-left corner of the

viewport when the curve is selected- remember that

names are case sensitive). The text will take the

shape of the curve. You may need to change the

spacing of the text so it flows properly.

Curve Path

Text that will follow curve

RoboDude Says: When extruding text for normal titles and labels, be
careful not to extrude the text too thick. It may effect how well the text
can be read.

Converting Text Into a Mesh

At times you may need to convert text into a mesh for certain pur-

poses (i.e. using a Build Effect discussed in chapter 12). To con-

vert text into a mesh, press “Alt-C” to convert it first into a Curve or

Mesh. In edit mode, the text will now display with verticies.

At times, you may feel limited with Blender text (although it seems to improve with each new

release). In these cases, you may wish to use an external 3D text program like Elefont which

saves files in standard DXF format, then import them into your Blender file.
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Using Elefont for 3D Text (external program)

A popular program to use for creating 3D text for Blender models is a freeware program

called Elefont available at www.armanisoft.ch. This is a simple-to-use program that saves

the file as a .DXF format. Any program that can export 3D text files as .DXF should also work

fine. Remember that Blender accepts files that are saved as .DXF and VRML(.wrl).  For the

purpose of this activity, we will be discussing Elefont. Here are your options in Elefont:
T- Font selection,

style and size. You

can only use True-

Type-Fonts (TTF)Q- Sets the quality of

the curve (more or less

faces) (hold down LMB

on button, drag left/

right)

E- Extrude Depth (hold

down LMB on button,

drag left/right)

e- Brings up extruder

window to see text

B- Bevel type- options for

putting a bevel on your

text.

S- Bevel Scale (size of

bevel) (hold down LMB

on button, drag left/

right)

F- Export (save) file to

DXF format

H- Help information

Text Window- Type your text

sample here.

After you create and save your 3D text, open Blender and go to the “File” pull down menu.

Select “Open”. This acts like an import command for non-Blender files. Find your file and

open it into your Blender scene. This text acts like any other mesh in your scene. Add materi-

als and textures and modifiers as needed. If you need all the letters connected together,

select them all by clicking on them while holding down the “Shift” key. Once all the letters are

selected, Press “Ctrl” and “J” to join them.

EleFont text in Blender in Edit Mode

where verticies are shown

EleFont text in Blender with “Z” toggled

to show a shaded view.
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3D Text-Company Logo

** Call the instructor when finished**

Create a new Blender scene and set up the views any way you wish. You will be creating a

company logo of your choice with text. Keep it simple and utilize meshes, textures, lighting

effects and raytracing to enhance your scene.

When you finish setting up your scene, render a JPEG image and save it to your directory.

Note: The text you see in the scene below was placed on a Bezier Circle Curve. If you

leave the circle in the scene it will render faced. The text was converted into a mesh, then

the curve deleted. The water was created the same way we did the water in the lighthouse

scene (with much less Normal) with ray mirror added.


